VAP Surgical Services Comparative Effectiveness Committee

**Champion:** Anne Diamond - CEO

**Chairperson:** Dr. Bruce Brenner  
**Vice Chairperson:** Dr. Stephen Lahey

**Facilitators:** Lynn Brown (Procurement), Dan Hannon (MLM Liaison)

**Members:** Dr. Tessa Balach, Ellen Benson, Jeraldine Elmendorf, Dan Hannon, Sharyn Heinzelman, Gail Larken, Kevin Larsen, Dr. Hilary Onyiuke, David Rosinski, Dr. Tom Yasuda;

**SSCEC Resource Team:** Lori Acomb (Dir. Procurement), Jack Ferraro (Dir. MLM), Jeff Boyko (MLM), Peter Daigle (CSS).  
Additional Physicians & Staff as requested by Chair

**Mission Statement:**

As part of the Value Analysis Programs, our mission is to seek opportunities to offer clinically effective devices, implants and equipment while reducing costs and improving patient safety and performance through the cost-effective selection & standardization of products, equipment, clinical technology and related processes.

Working collaboratively, surgeons, nursing, administration, procurement and materials management, will tap into our collective power and experience, challenging current practices and promoting innovative solutions, while improving the quality of care provided to our patients.
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Comparative Effectiveness Committee
Nursing – Clinical Product Review Team

Department(s): Nursing Units (includes ICU/ED)

Champion(s): Anne Diamond, Ryan, Caryl, Simon, Richard

Chairperson: Debra Cratty, MSN, ACNS-BC
Vice Chairperson: Nancy E. Dupont

Facilitators: Dan Hannon (MLM Liaison), Lynn Brown (Procurement)


CEC Resource Team: Jack Ferraro (MLM), Lori Acomb (Procurement), Sandy Basso (MLM), Jeff Boyko, (MLM Finance), Laurie Mikulski (EP Lab), Bruce Nelson (Cath Lab), Dawn Muscio (Interventional Radiology), Alex Timinskas (ED), Elliott, Thomas (Facilities Management), Noyes, Nicholas (Clinical Engineering)
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